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5.0 OBJECTIVES 

In this unit we shall discuss the views of two the founding fathers of sociology, namely,. 
Karl and Max Weber. Both these thinkers have nmde trenlendous contributions for 
sociological thought. We will of course concentrate on only one aspect of their 
contribution - social stratification. Both have clear views on this subject and their views 
are not similar. After reading this unit you will understand: 

how classes emerge in society; 

the basis of class formation; 

role of classes in social stratification; and 

similarities and differences between Marx and Weber on Classes. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Karl Marx (1818-188 1) is regarded as one of the greatest thinkers of all times. His views 
have influenced people classes and nations.' His main contribution to understanding 
society and social processes was through his theory of historical materialism. This 
presented a radical alternative to the traditional views. Marx tried to understand social 
development in te& of class conflict. Social stratification was central in his analysis. On 
the one hand he saw it as a divisive rather than an integrative structure and on the other 
hand he saw it as inevitable for social development. 

Marx Weber (1864-1920) was another outstanding thinker. Like Marx he recognized the 
economic aspects of stratification but he differed with Marx on several of his basic 
p~opositions. While Marx focussed his attention on the toiling classes and looked at social 
developnlent from their point of view, Weber stressed on the role of the propertied.classes 
in social dmelopment. Thus Weber is often referred as the Bourgeois Marx. In this unit we 
shall discuss separately the views of M a n  and Weber on stratification and then compare 
them. We will then discuss the significance in analysing class in understanding 
stratification systems, 



Explaining Social Stratification 5.2 MARX ON STRATIFIC.4TION 

Marx used Historical Materialism as tlie theory to understand social change For him the 
first premise of history was the existence of living human beings The physical 
organization of human society and die relations hunian beings have with nature are 
important indications of development. All living things depend on nature for survival. 
P1,ants need soil and water, cows need grass and tigers need to hunt other aniinals for 
survival. Human beings also depend on nature for survival. However the basic difference 
between human beings and other living things is that they can transfonii nature for their 
survival while other living things adapt to nature. A cow eats grass but it caiuiot grow 
grass Human beings exploit nature but they have tlie power to transfonil it as well. This 
means that hunian beings are able to produce their own means of subsistence This is the 
basic difference between human and other living things M a x  therefore noted UI his work, 
Gernran Ideology, that "Men can be distinguished from animals by consciousness, by 
religion, or by anything one likes. They tlieinselves begin to distinguish the~iiselves froin 
animals as soon as they begin to produce their means of subsistence. a step which is 
determined by their physical condition. In producing their actual means of subsistence 
men indirectly produce their actual material life". 

It was through production that human beings developed. Primitive human beings were 
totally dependent on nature as they subsisted througl~ hunting or food gathering These 
societies produced the minimum needs for survival. As human beings gradually started 
transforming nature society was able to produce more for existence of die people. 

5.2.1 Division of Labour 

Through the developn~ent of technology, human beings were able to iiiipro\~e agriculture 
and could form settled comnlunities. As production grew, the community p;oduced more 
than its requirements. There was surplus. It was now possible to support people who were 
not directly involved in the production of food. In earlier societies all people performed 
similar activities which were needed for survival, namely. food, clothing and shelter. Once 
there was surplus it was possible for people to diversify their activities. Hence some 
produced food, which was sufficient to feed all, while others were engaged in other 
activities. This is called the division of labour. 

This system resulted in some people gaining control over the mean of production by 
excluding others. Thus property, which was held by all, came under the control of only 
some members giving rise to the notion of private propeq.  Hence now the interests of all 
people were no longer common. There were differences in interests. Thus tlie interests of 
individuals became different from the interests of the community. Mar?< stated that 
"Division of Labour and private property are identical expressions". It inlplied the 
contradictions between individual and communal interest. 

These differences which occur in human society which are due to the existence of private 
property lead to the formation of classes which foml the basis of social stratification. In all 
stratified societies, there are two major groups: a ruling class and a subject class. The 
ruling class exploits the subject class. As a result there is basic conflict of interest between 
the two classes. Marx further stated in his work, Contributtons of the Critiqz~e ofPolitica1 
Economy, that the various institutions of society such as the legal and political systems, 
religion etc. are instruments of ruling class donination and serve to further its interests. Let 
us now examine the term 'class'. 

5.2.2 Meaning of Class 

Mam used the temi 'class' to refer to the two main strata in all stratification systems. As 

6 mentioned earlier, there are two major social groups in all stratified societies. a ruling 



Activity 1 

Discuss with people you know what is meimt by class. Note down the various 
interprctations you get. Do some of them tally with Marx's conception of class? 

wan and Weber class and a subject class. The ruling class derives its power througll its control over the 
means of production. It is thus able to appropriate the labour of another class. In The 
Eighteenth Brunzaire of Louis Bonaparte, Marx describes class ul this way: "Insofar as 
millions of families live under econonlic conditions of existence that separate their mode 
of life, their interests and their culture from those of the other classes, and put them in 
hostile opposition to the latter, they fornl a class." 

From Marx's perspective, systems of stratification derive from the relationships of social 
groups to the forces of production. Marx used the term class to refer to the main strata in 
all stratification systems. His definition of class has specific features. Class comprises two 
niajor groups, one of which controls the means of production is able to appropriate the 
labour of the other class due to the specific position it occupies in the social econonly. 
Hence a class is a social group whose members share the same relationship to the forces of 
production. This in fact distinguishes one class froin the other. 

Another aspect of classes, which is seen from Marx's description given above, is that they 
are in opposition to each other. At the same time there is a relationship of dependence 
between classes. If one class can appropriate the labour of another class because of its 
control over the means of production, it nleans that the two classes are dependent on each 
other but they are also opposed to each other. The dialectics of class therefore is a result of 
this conlbuiation of dependence and opposition. The relationship between classes is a 
dynamic relationship which results in social change. This is why classes are central to 
Marx's approach to social transfornution. I11 The Conin~unist A4aianifesto Marx'wrote, 
"Hitherto, the history of all societies is the history of class struggle." In other words, 
changes in the history of nlankitld are caused by the conflict of classes. Classes conflict is 
hence the engine for social change. 

Checli Your Progress 1 

1) Write down Marx's ideas qn the division of labour. use about five lines for Your 
answer. 

............................................................. 

............................................................. 

............................................................. 

............................................................. 

............................................................. . 
2) Describe what is the meaning of class according to M m .  Use about five lines for 

your answer. 

............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

............................................................. 

............................................................. 

............................................................. 
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Development of society is through the process of class conflict. The domination of'one 
class over the other leads to class conflict. Alongside the production process also develops 
duc to changes in technology, resulting in its improvement. This leads to changes in the 
class structure as classes beconle obsolete with increase in production techniques. Ncw 
classes are then fornled. Replacing the old classes. This leads to further class conflict. 
Marx bclieved that Western societies had developed tluough four main stages primitive 
cornnunism, ancient society, feudal society and capitalist society Primitit. e conlmunism is 1 
represented by societies of pre-history. Those societies, which are dependent on hunting 
and food gathering and which, have no division of labour. Froill then on\\ ards. all 
societies are divided into two major classes: inasters and slaves in ancient society, land 
lords and serfs (tenants) in feudal society and capitalist and wage labour in capitalist 
society. During each historical epoch, the labour power required forproduct~oil was 
supplied by the subject class, that is by slaves, serfs and wage labourers respectively 

The polarization of classes into opposite groups is a resujt of class-consciousness. This is a 
separate but related phenomenon. It is not necessarily the result of class fonnation. Class- 
consciousness in linked with the process of polarization of classes. A class can exist 
without its being aware of its class interests. 

Box 5.01 

When people in a particular group, the membership of which is determined by 
the production relations into which they are born or enter into voluntiirily, become 
aware of their existence as a distinctive class they are said to be conscious of their 
class. For instance, workers are constantly org;lnizing wage sti-uggles in their 
own intem$s. These interests are theoutcome of theeconomic relations of cilpitidst 
society. They exist o4jectively, in the sense that they have not been invented by 
any theoretician, political party, trade union or imy such external force But the 
existence of these ob,jective conditions in not enough. The workers must be aware 
of these conditions. 

In the extract froin Eighteenth Rrunraire of Louis Bonaparte, Marx has referred to the 
inlportance of class fornlation when he noted that only &hell a class is aware of its 
opposition to another class it is conscious of its being. In another place, in his nlajor 
contribution, Capital, he comments that workers left on their own may not be aware of 
their class interests as being opposed to those of the other (capitalist) class. He noted tl~at 
the advance of capitalist production develops a working class, which by education, 
tradition, habit looks upon the conditions of production as self-evident laws of ilaturc. In 
the o r d i n q  run of things the labourer can be left to the natural laws of production as self- 
evident laws of nature. In Ule ordinary run of things Ule labourer can be left to tlle natural 
laws of production. 

This static nature of class relations changes into a dynamic one with the dcvelopillent of 
class-consciousness. Without class-consciousness the working is merely is relation to 
capital. It is a class in itself. In his work The Poverty of Philo~oph~v Mars obverses that the 
working class which exists in this manner is only a mass of individuals and is a mere class 
in itself. When it unites in its struggle against capital it "forms itself into a class for itself. 
The interests it defends becomes class interests." 

Hence in the Marxist framework we find that class is a dynamic unit. It may be su~b.ject to 
change with the advancement of technology, but the basis for its fonllulation rclllaiils the 
same. Class fornls the basis of the stratification systenl in any society. Classes are related 
to the production process of each society. Changes in the class structure occur when there 
are changes in the production process. Thus the system of stratification in a socicty is 
dependent on the relations of production. 



- -- 

5.3 WEBER ON STRATIFICATION 
Mrrm and Weber 

Marx Weber as mentioned in the beginning, is regarded as one of the founding fathers of 
Sociology. He is also the originator of the most powerful alternative to the Marxist theory 
of society. We shall discuss his views on class and other forms of social stmtification in 
this section. 

Like M a ,  Weber also believed that class was a basic form of stratification in society. He 
\ 

defined the term 'class' according to the Marxist criterion. namely, in relation to 
ownership of property. Property and lack of property, according to him, were the basic 
c!tegories of all class situations. He went on the distinguish between to types of property- 
ownership and non-ownership of goods and services. Those who owned property offered 
goods while those not owning had only their labour power or skills to offer. Thus a factory 
owner can offer goods which were produced in the factory. His workers, on the other hand, 
can offer only their labour power in exchange of wages. 

Labour working at a building site 

Courtesy: A. Yadav 

5.3.1 Class and Life - Chances 

Another aspect of class that Weber stressed on was 'life-chances'. This tenn related to the 
opportunities an individual got during the various stages of his or her life. An individual 
born in a worker's family receives a particular type of education, which in turn equips him 
or her for specific jobs. The education will not be as expensive & intense as the 
education of a child in an upper class family. The employment opportunities for both are 
different. Their different family backgrounds also make them part of different classes. The 
same piittern can be seen in social interaction and mamage. A person from a working 
class background will interact mostly with other members of his or her class whereas a 
person from the upper-middle class will have acquaintances mainly from his class. Thus 
Weber found that life-chances was an important aspect of class formation. - 
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Box 5.02 

While discussing life-chances Weber's emphasis wils on the group or the 
community and not on the indivi?ual. He insisted that while determining class, 
we have to look ilt the life-chances of the collective ancl n,ot of indi\~iduiils within 
the collective. This is a very important aspect of class ils i1 collective. It is l)ossible 
that the Iifcchi~nces of an individual miiy be different. For example the child of s 
worker may be able to sumilss his or her class barrier. He/ she may get a better 
education and get emp!oyment that is different from the 01)portunities available 
for hislher peers. 

Explaininp Social Stratificatiun 

The son of an industrialist may become a worker because of his abilities or other* 
circumstances. But these, Weber pointed out, were exceptioiis and not the nlle He pointed 
out that what was more important was the fact that the life-chances or lileillbcrs of a class 
were similar. This is what gavepennmence to that class as the next generation too johed 
the same class. Therefore the definition of life-chances, according to Weber. is sharing of 
economic and cultural goods which are available differently for different groups 

The life-chances of an individual were largely determined by the market situation. The son 
of a worker became a worker because this was the best occupation available to him given 
his background. The market situation becomes more important for the propertyless as they 
have to depend nlainly on the production of services as they posses only their skills. They 
cannot market anything else for their existence. The property owners on thc other hand 
can depend on the income they get from tlieir productive property. 

Hence for Weber class had two basic aspects. Pirstly it was an objective category. It was 
determined by the control or lack of control over productive property of the members 
Secondly, all nlcmbers of a particular had similar life-chances, which in tun1 distinguished 
these members from others. The life-chances of individuals depended on the their nmket 
situation in the case of those not owning productive property and on the o~vne~sliip of 
productivity for those owning these. 

Based on his definition, Weber identified four classes in capitalist society These were: 
(a) Upper class that comprised those owning or controlling productive private property. 
This class was similar to the bourgeoisie (capitalist class) inMars's analysis. (b) White- 
collar workers. This class included all those who were engaged in ~nental labour - 
managers, administrators, professionals, etc. (c) Petty bourgeoisie. These were the self- 
employed and they included shopkeepers, doctors lawyers, etc. (d) Manual workers. These 
people sold their physical labour in exchange for wages. The working class was included in 
this class. Weber thus dividedlsociety into four classes as opposed to Mars's two-class 
model. Hence though Weberfound the basis of class formation was similar to that of Marx 
he differed with Man on the types of classes in society. 

5.3.2 Status 

Like Marx, Weber also distinguished between class and class-consciousness. As discussed 
above, for Marx, class-conscious was an important aspect of dass. A class could articulate 
its interests if it was conscious of its existence as a special group. Weber too talked of 
class-consciousness but he did not think it as necessary for the existence of a class Instead 
he looked for an alternative to class-consciousness and lie fotuid it in Stah~S Weber noted 
that whereas an individual's class situation need not lead to his becoming class conscious, 
he was always conscious of his status. 

According to Weber, classes were formed on the basis of econo~nic relations. Status 
groups, he noted, were normally 'comnlunities'. He defined status a position in society 
dctemined by social estimation of 'honour'. There were links between class and status but 
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Activity 2 

Discuss kith other students in the study centre what is meant by status. Do their 
conceptions fit in with Weber's view on status? Note down your t'intlings. 



in.many cases they were in opposition to each otlier. Class was associated with production 
of goods and services or in acquisition of the same. Status was deternulled by 
consumption. Thus status was associated with a life style where there were restrictions on 
social intercourse. Weber noted that the most rigid and well-defined status boundaries 
could be found in India's caste system. A Brahman may belong to the working class 
because it was the means of his livelihood, however he would always consider himself 
superior to a person from a lower caste even though the class situation of both may be the 
same. At the same time that Bralman worker may have greater interaction with other 
Brahmans belonging to classes higher than his. In our society we can see that inter-caste 
lnaniage is not tolerated even when both families are froin the sanle class but they occupy 
different statuses in the caste hierarchy 

There in a stratified society, Weber found that property differences generated classes 
whereas prestige differences generated status grouping. There were the two main bases of . 

social stratification. . 

1) Describe Weber's views on Classes and Life chances. Use about five lines for your 
answer. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

2) Outliile some of the sinularities and differences between Weber and Marx so far as 
their views on social stratification is concerned. Use about ten lines for your 
answer. 

............................................................... 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

5.4 SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
MARX AND WEBER 

thinkers on stratification. There are major differences as well. For Marx the basis of 
stratification was class. The formation of class was objective in the sense that a class was 
not fornled because a group of people got together and decided that they form a class. Its 
formation was because of the production relations that existed in a society. Therefore a . 
person's position in the class structure was based on his position in the production 
relations. If he happened to own or control capital and he employed others, he was a 
capitalist. Those who didnot own or control property belonged to the opposing class of 

I I 



Explaining Social Stratification Opposition of classeswas an inlportant aspect of Marx's analysis. It was tl-uough this 
opposition that social and economic change took place. The capitalists hl~~ent  netvways to 
counteract workers. This could be new technology resulting in better production 
techniques or new laws preventing workers from beconling more powerful The workers 
too in their struggle become more united. They tend to drop their internal differences 
when they realise that their nlahl opponent is another class. This leads to greater unity 
among them. Thus for Marx, class and class-consciousness do not mean mere categories 
in society. They are fundamental for social development. 

At one level, Weber accepts Man's view on class. However he does so not to support 
Marx but to show how his analysis 11% weaknesses. He stresses that society ctuu~ot be 
divided into only two main classes. There are more classes that emerge due to thc nlarket 
situation and the type of work done. He therefore finds that there are four maill classes hl 
society. This in effect confuses the class relations. Thus Weber feels that neither class nor 
class-consciousness can explain stratificatioil conlpletely. He thus lays greater stress on 
status, whereas Man; lays stress on class-coi~sciousness. Weber tries to show that class- 
consciousness in not an important aspect of social stratification. For him status groups are 
the basis. He finds that classes are static whereas status stretcl~es across classes. 

While comparing the two we must keep in mind that Weber was an oppone~lt on Marx's 
views. He tried to provide alternatives to Man.  In this sense the bvo cannot be compared 
because Weber's work was not coiilplimentq to that of M a n  (just as Davis' approach to 
stratification was conlplenlentary.to that of Parsons as we shall show ~ I I  the nest unit). It 
was primarily developed to oppose M m .  Thus despite some sinlilarities. their works are 
basically different. 

I, 
I 

5.5 LET US SUM UP 

In the above unit we have discussed the views two of the founders of sociolo~y, Karl M m  
and Max Weber, on social stratification. Both thinkers have views that havc shaped and 
influenced human development. 

Karl M m ' s  views were based his tlmry of historical nlaterialism. He viewed social 
stratification from the lustorical perspective. The cllanges in stratification in h~~inan  
society were based on the changing nature of production. Classes fonlled the basis of the 
system of stratification. As the production relations changed the nature of stratification 
also changed. New classes were fornled replacing the old ones. Illis also resulted in new 
relations between classes. Hence for Marx classes and stratification were similar. 
stressed on the role of class-consciousness as an important instrument for realizing class 
objectives. 

Marx Weber stressed on the fornution of classes. The basis of tlle class was similar to 
what M a n  said but he also stressed that there were four classes instead of two Weber's 
differences with M m  did not end there. He tried to show the inadequacy of class analysis 
as the main means of explaining social stratification. He asserted that stalus was more 
important tlran class. His contention was that people were not as class-conscious as they 
were status conscious. Hence he felt that smtus was a better measure of social 
stratification, even though class was an objective category. 

5.6 KEY WORDS 

Class : According to Man,  classes are groups of people who are 
distinguished from each other due to their ownership or 
control over the means of productioil or lack of the same. 

Class : According to M m ,  classes are groups of people who are 
distinguished from each other due to their ownership or 
control over the means ofproduction or lack of the same. 
According to Weber, classes are groups ofpeople who are' 
distinguished from each other tluough their ownersllip or 

12 control of production and who share sii~lilar life chances. 



Class-consciousness : A class that is conscious of its distinguished p(osition in the 
social hierarchy. 

: Effective clainl to social esteem. Weber tried to show that 
status cuts across class barriers. 
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5.8 SPECIMEN ANSWER TO CHECK YOUR 
PROGRESS 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) As technology developed production also improved. Surplus could be produced, and 
this led to classification of activities, or division of labour. This also led to some 
people controlling means of production, hence to private property. Thus M a n  
pointed out that the interests of people became different from those of the 
conml i ty ,  and class came into existence. 

2) For Marx Class devoted the two main strata found in stratification systems. There is a 
ruling class and a subject class. The means of production are controlled by the ruling 
class and this is how it appropriate the labour of the working class. Finally these 
classes are opposed or antagonistic to one another. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) Weber defined class in relation to private property, but he distinguished between 
ownership of goods and ownership of skills. The factory owner could offer goods but 
his workers offer labour power in exchange of wages. Further life chances for Weber 
meant the opportunities an individual got during various stages of his life. Education 
and family background affect life chances. The emphasis however has to be on the 
group and these can improve or deteriorate the position. Finally life chances of a class 
were similar to which there were some exceptions. 

2) There are both similarities and differences between Marx and Weber regarding their 
views on social stratification. Thus opposition of classes based on ownership of 
means of production was basic to Marx's thought. The class and class consciousness 
are basic to social development for Weber. Society connot be divided into only two 
classes, and he finds four classes in society Weber lays greater stress on status 
whereas Marx emphasizes class consciousness. Thus despite the similarity that both 
scholars emphasized the importance of the class, their views were not really similar. 
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6.0 OBJECTIVES 

rhis unit deals with the theory of social stratification put forward by two well-known 
American sociologists, Parsons and Davis. This theory is also known as the Functionalist 
Theory of Social Stratification. Though this theory has been widely accepted by 
sociologists for analysing social stratification, there have been some strong criticisms of 
this theory. We shall examine all these aspects of the theory. Hence, after reading this unit 
you will understand: 

the Background of this theory; 

what this theory states; 

the problems in explaining this theory; 

the criticism put forth by some well -known sociologists; and 

the importance of the theory in understanding society. 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The functionalist theory tries to explain the reasons why a society is able to survive. The 
underlying belief of this theory is that all societies want stability and peace. The people in 
society do not want chaos and confusion because this will disrupt their day-to-day 
activities. Hence all societies what order and some form of discipline. These are the means 
of achieving stability in society. 

The functionalists view society as some form of organism consisting of different parts. 
These parts are integrated to the whole and they work in co-operation with each other. The 
human body is a complex organism that comprises different parts of the body. Each of 
these parts is separate but they form an integrated whole. Similarly, in society there are 
different parts that perform different roles. If we look at the total picture of society we will 
see that all these parts perform roles which contribute to the stability of the entire society. 
In other words they contribute to the ~ntegration of society. For example, we find that 
people have different types of occupations and people perform different types of activ~ties. 
There are doctors, lawyers, teachers, students workers, industrialists, farmers, weavers etc. 
Though all these activities are different they are all needed for the functioning of the 
society. Therefore they can be viewed as separate parts which work together in order to . Integrate the society. 



Hence we can see that the functionalist approach maintains that every conlponent of the P a r s ~ , n s  and  Davis 

social structure performs specific functions whichare necessary for maintaining stability 
in that society. These functions are necessary for the survival of that society. Hence the 
system of stratificatio~ in a society is also necessary for its integration and its stability. 

6.2 FUNCTIONALIST THEORY OF STRATIFICATION 

The functionalists accept the fact that all societies are stratifled. In other words, all the 
functions camed out by the various members of society are functional for its survival but 
they are not equal in status Some of the functions are superior to the others. They are 
ranked higher. The people who perfonn these functions are also regarded as superior to 
others, i.e. those below them. The functionalist theories of ~tratification attempt to explain - 
how social inequalities occur and why they are necessary for society. 

The functionalists presume that there are certain basic needs of the every society. These 
needs ha\ e to be met or else there will be instability in society. These needs are known as 
functional prerequisites. Secondly, though thcse functional prerequisites are important, 
they are ranked according to the inlportance that is granted to them in that society. For 
example, workers and nmagers are needed to run a factory. No factory can exist with only 
workers and no managers or only managers and no workers. Hence managers and workers 
are integral for running a factory. At the same time it will be wrong to assume that 
because both groups are necessary, both have equal status. This is not so. The managers 
enjoy lligher status than the workers do. Hence integration does not mean equality. It 
means that all the different groups together contribute towards stability but they do so 
because they are stratified in a hierarchy. What is the basis of this hierar~hy and, why do 
people accept it? These are the questions that the theorists try to explain. In the next 
section we shall exanline the views of Talcott Parsons, the most eminent of the 
functionalists theorists. . 

6.3 TALCOTT PARSONS' APPROACH 

The ce~ltral point of the Parsons's analysis of social systems is the problem of order. He 
believed that all social systems came into existence because people within this system 
wanted order and stability. A social system, according to Parsons, existed when two or 
more people interacted with each other in a bounded situation and their actions influenced 
others This means that a social system must first of all have a group of ptople. This group 
could conlprise two individuals or even a country. Secondly these people exist within a 
conunonboundary. Thirdly, they interact with each other, either directly or indirectly. And 
lastly, their actions influence each other's behaviour. 

One can notice this form of action in our every day life. In your daily life your interact 
with number of people Whileddoing so your behaviour is influenced by the person you 
interact with. For example, when you are speaking to your father or to an elder you behave 
in a particular n m l e r  When you are interacting with your friends and peers you behave 
in a different maluler Why d? you do this', Why is your behaviour not the same with all 
people you interact with? According to Parsons, this is because in the course of your 
interaction, your action ( behaviour) is influenced by the actions of the other person. This 
makes your change or adapt your behaviour in different situations. 

The regulation of your behaviour in different situations is mainly because you, as an 
individual, behave in a given manner because every body else behaves in a similar rimer 

in the given situation. Moreover, you also know that if you do not behave in the prescribed 
manner a situation may be created which will give rise to disorder. For example, if you 
have behave in a rude manner with your friends as if the person in your enemy, a hostile 
situation will be created and you nlay bse  the friendship. Hence you will behave with him 
or her in the manner which is expected 15 

Activity 1 ' 

Discuss with other students at the study centre concerning the problem of order 
in society. Note down your findings in a notebook 



Box 6.01 

Parsons argues that it follows from the existence of values that indi\riduals will be 
evaluated and therefore placed in some form of rankorder. Thel~fore the different 
strata in a society is based on a hierarchy which in reality foi-rns its stratification ' 

system. Parsons stated that "Str;~titication is the ranking of units in iI social 
system in accordance with the common values system." Hence it is the value 
system which creates stratification in a society. Moreover, ditfel-ences in the strata 
are justified by the values system. 

Explaining Social Stratitication Therefore we can assume that the action of any person is determined by whom he or she is 
interacting with. This in turn in determined by the rules of behaviour in a particular 
society or social system. The rules of behaviour are further based on the collmlon 
consensus of the people and that is why it is taken as correct. This conunon consensus is 
what Parsons calls Values. Social values are therefore the shared beliefs of a society. The 
way in which these values are practised (the actions which results which results fonn these 
values) are known as Norms. Social nonns are tllus the rules of behaviour. 

Parsons further states that social values anc! norms arise out of the need for every society to 
maintain order and stability. Values and nonns will differ in each society because the 
needs of each society are different. But the conunon factor in the value s!rstein of each 
society in the need for stability. Hence each society devises its own values wllich are best 
suited for this purpose. 

6.3.1 Value consknsus and Stratification 

How does the value system of a society emerge'? Parsons attempts to answer this question 
by stressing that values do not arise out the mind of an individual (king or priest in the 
earlier times). Values are shared beliefs. This means that all members of a society agree 
that the given values are the best means though wllich stability can be inaintained in 
their society. In this way values are not only sharedbeliefs but they emerge out of 
consensus of the members of that society. This consensus emerges because all ~llenlbers of 
a society want order and stability in their daily life. Therefore, order stabilih and 
co-operation are based on the values consensus. There is an agreement by nleillbers on 
what is good for all. 

In any society, those perfomung according to the socialvalues are better rewarded. The 
type of rewards, according to Parsons, depends on what the values of that society defile as 
superior. For example traditionally anlong the Raiputs high value was placed on bravery 
and valour. Hence any person displaying these qualities was better rewarded and given a 
higher rank. Among other con~nlullities higher value may be placed on busuless acl~nlen 
and the ability to trade profitably. Hence those who prove thenlselves in these fields will be 
ranked high. Sinlilarly in all societal systems the value systeillplaces higher rewards on 
some qualities and lesser rewards for other qualities. In case a person violates the social 
values he or she is punished. Hence in a society which places greater values on bravery a 
person who shows traces of cowardice will lose rank. 

Modem industrial societies, according to Parsons. places higher value on individual 
achievement. Moreover the emphasis of such societies is on producing goods and services. 
Hence Parsons noted that in these societies (especially the USA) the value system places 
"primary emphasis on productive activity within the economy." Thus those who excel in 
these will be better rewarded. In such societies it is possible for a worker to become a 
successful industrialist if he has the necessary qwalities. After he proves his merit, his 
status will rise in the social system and he will not only be wealthy b'ut also well respected 
In companies the executives who are dynamic and successful get higher reulards in terms 
of salaries and other benefits. This in turn elevates their position in the stratification 
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Check Your Progress 1 

1 )  Outline the fu~lctionalist theory. Use about five lines for your answer. 

Parsons and Davis 

2)  ,Describe what is value consensus. What role does it play in social stratification? Use 
about five lines for your answer. 

Therefore we can see that in explaining social stratification, Parsons placed emphasis on 
the differences that existed among people. These differences, he explained, was in 
consonance with the value system of that society and hence was necessary for the stability 
of the that society. In fact since the value system justified the inequalities, they were 
accepted by all, including those who were in the lower ranks. For example, industrial 
organizations have elaborate strat~fication systems. There are differences among the 
workers on the basis of their skills and experiences. Those who are skilled and show 
leadership qualities are rewarded through promotions, higher wages etc. Similarly though 
both labour and management are needed to run an industrial organisation, the position of 
the management is superlor to that of workers. These differences may cause conflicts but 
since they are backed by the value system, there are few instances of intensive conflict dver 
these issues Even a militant trade union accepts the fact that management is superior. 
This is because the value system allows for these differences. Hence, Parsons argued, the 
people by and large accept these differences and major conflict is prevented. All people, 
whether they be workers or in management, believe that this system is the best. If these 
values are challenged this would lead to instability in that society. 

Therefore we can suln~narise Parsons main points thus: 

Value consensus is an essential part of all societies. 

Social stratification is inevitable in all societies. 

The stratification system is seen as being just, right and proper for maintaining order 
and stability. This enables different people to get different rewards. 

Conflicts may occur between those who are rewarded and those who are not 
rewarded, but this does not threaten the existing system because it is kept in check by 
the value system. 

6.4 DAVIS - MOORE THEORY 

Kingsley Davis and Wilbert Moore have further developed the functionalist theory of 
stratification Both are eminent American sociologists and they were students of Talcott 
Parsons. They elaborated their view in an article titled, "Some Principles of 
Stratification". This article became very popular and controversial. They views havsbeen 
supported by functionalists and have been severely criticised by others. Their views are 
also referred as the functionalist theory of inequality. Let us first discuss their proposition 
and then we can discuss some of the critiques. 17 



Explnining Social Stratification Parsons stressed on the need for stratification in society. We showed that it was inevitable in 
every society. Davis and Moore elaborated on this and tq to exanline how stratification 
becomes effective in any society. In tlus way the attempt to extend Parsons arguillent. The 
main problem they pose is why do certain positions carry different degrees of prestige'? 
And, how do individuals get into these positions'? 

The authors support Parson's view that the basis of the existence of societies in order and 
stability. All societies have their own functional prerequisites which help them survive and 
operate effectively. Let us elaborate on this point. Societies are not mere collection of 
individuals. These individuals have to perform specific tasks so that the requirements of 
society are fulfilled. There are thus a number of activities that exist in society. A socieo 
needs workers, industrialists, managers, policemen, teachers, students artisans and so on. 
Different individuals who have specialised skills do these different types of work.. 
Therefore the first functional prerequisite of any society is of allocating these different 
roles effectively. This will ensure that the right people are placed in proper positions. 

There are four aspects of the above-mentioned functional prerequisite. Firstly, all roles in 
society must be filled. All societies have different types of occupations. These occupations 
are necessary for their existence. Hence it is necessary to ensure that these occupations are 
filled. At the same time, mere filled up occupations in not enough. If the wrong people 
(i.e. people who do not have the requisite skills) are selected for the tasks there will be 
instability in society. This in especially true if these positions are important. For example 
if a power generation company employs a well known novelist. who has no idea of power 
generation, the work of the company will suffer and there will be instability not only in the 
conlpany but in the supply of electricity. Therefore the second factor is that the most 
conwetent people must fil l  in the positions. Thirdly, in order the best people are selected 
for the job it is necessary to train the111 for it. Training therefore is an effective means of 
e n s u ~ l g  that the best people are selected. In the case of that novelist who is nude the head 
of a power generation company, had he undergone training for fulfilling the needs of that 
position he could be regarded as the best person. Lastly, the roles must be performed 
conscientiously. This is very important for ensuring effective perfomlance in the roles. As 
person nlay be trained and is the best in the field, but if he does not do his work with 
dedication-the system will suffer, Hence all these four factors are necessary in order to 
meet the functional prerequisites of a society. 

A cobbler mends the footwear of passers by 
Courte~y: T. Kapur 



Activitjr 2 

What is the need for stratification in u society? Discuss with students in the study 
centre i~nd  note down your findings in your notebook 

Pnrsan s nnd Davis 6.4.1 Fiinctions of Stratification 

Davis and Moore state that all societies need some mechanism for ensuring that the best 
people are selected for fie positions and they perfornl well. According to them the most 
effective means for ensuring this is social stratification. This system is effective because it 
offers uneqr~al rewards and privileges to the different positions in society. If all people are 
given the same rewards then there will be no motivation for people to work harder. There 
may also be a tendency for people to avoid taking up positions of responsibility or 
challenging jobs. They knotv that no nlatter how well1 they perform and no matter what 
position they occupy they will get the same rewards. Therefore stratification is necessary 
for the efficient functioning d t h e  system. 

The main contributions of a system of unequal rewards are two-fold. Firstly it motivates 
people to fill certain positions. When positions carry higher rewards people put in greater 
efforts become qualified for positions. For example if the position of a lecturer carries 
higher rewards than other professions bright students will strive to fulfil the qualifications 
for beconling lecturers. In this way society will get better teachers. Secondly, the rewards 
must be unequal even after fulfilling the position so that the persons who are appointed are 
motivated td improve their performance further.. If lecturers are rewarded for their 
teaching and research activities through promotions and increased salaries, they will 
perform their duties better as they would like the higher rewards. In this manner the 
system of srratification, based on unequal rewards, is beneficial for societies. 

Davis and Moore explain that tllis system of stratification holds true for both modem 
societies based on competition and for traditional societies that are based on ascription. In 
inodeni societies people occupy positions according to their skills and qualifications. 
Those who are better qualified get better rewards and they occupy positions of prestige In 
traditional societies positions are ascribed through birth. In traditional caste oriented 
Indian society people occupied their positions not due to their competence but through the 
status they had by birth. The son of a labourer would become a labourer even if he had the 
intelligence to do other type of superior work. Similarly the son of a landlord would 
become a landlord even if he were totally inconlpetent for the job. In such a system the 
provision of unequal rewards would have no effect in improving the efficiency of the 
system However Davis and Moore argue that in such societies the stress is on 
perfomlance of duties attached to the positions Thus even though the son of a labourer 
will remain a labour, if he performs his duties well he will be rewarded though other 
means. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) List down the functioilal prerequisites of Davis and Moore. 

............................................................... 

............................................................... 

............................................................... 

............................................................... 

............................................................... 

............................................................... 

............................................................... 

............................................................... 

............................................................... 19 
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Explaining Social Stratification 2) Say True and False for the statements that are given below: 

i) All positions in society are ofithe same functional important. 

ii) Limited people can perform hnctionally important roles. 

iii) No @dining is required to perform functionally inqortant roles. 

6.4.2 Basic Propositions of.Davis and Moore 

In the above sections we have tried to explain the role of social stratificationas a functional 
necessity of societies. In modern societies the basis of status is tluough acllievenlent and 
not asaiption. In other words the status of a person is detenniiled by his or her merits and 
not by birth. Such societies are more dynamic and can fulfil their functional prerequisites. 
In order to achieve this Davis and Moore note that there are some propositions that are 
common for all these societies. These are: 

1) In every society certain positions are functionally more iniportant tllw the others. 
These positions cany greater rewards and higher prestige. For esa~llple. a position in 
the Indian administrative service in considered to have more prestige than other jobs. 

2) Only limited people have the necessary merit or talents to perform these roles. W e  
can seen that in the case of the IAS examinations several thousands appear for the 
examinations but only a handful are successful. 

3 )  In most case these positions require a lengthy and intensive training period. This 
involves sacrifices on the part of the people who acquire these posts. In om own 
society we can see that certain professions such as medicine, engineering, chartered 
accountancy etc. involve intensive and expensive trdlling involvihg a nunlber of 
years. According to Davis and Moore, this involves sacrifice on tlle part of the 
candidate. Hence they must be rewarded for their sacrifice tluougll higher filancial 
rewards and greaterprestige in society. 

The above propositions are based on the fact that in modern sncieties achie\,ement values 
have replaced ascriptive criteria. In these societies apersgn's merit is more i~nportant than 
his or her birth. The occupatioiis are arranged hierarchically and those at the top have 
greater rewards and prestige than those below. This system of higher rewards, along with 
the fact that all can compete for these rewards and only those who are conlpetalt will get 
them, provides motivation to people to strive to performbetter. Howe\,er the most 
important condition for such a system to survive is that there is social consensus on the 
importance of the different occupations. This means that the ranking of occupations in 
tenns of their superiority is based on the value consensus of that society. 

It may be argued that an engineer in a factory is no different than a skilled worker, hence 
the higher reward for the engineer is not justified. Davis and Moore would argue that the 
engineer is functionally more inlportant because he has the skills of a skilled worker in 
addition to his other skills which the skilled worker does not possess. Hence though an 
engheet can be a skilled worker, a skilled worker cannot becorne an engineer The second 
measure is the "degree to which other positions are dependent on the one in question". 
Thus an engineer in a factory is more important than the workers are because they are 
dependent on his for direction in their work. 
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Box 6.02 

Davis and Moore noted that there could he i~ problem in deciding which positions 
are functionally more important than others. It is possible that ;I position that is 
highly rewarded may not necessarily be functionally importilnt. This in filct is 
one of the weaknesses of the theory that has been pointed out by its critics ( we 
shall deal with this in more detail in the next section). Davis itnd Moore suggest 
that there are ways of measuring whether a superior position is functionally 
important or  not. 



Parsons and Davis In brief, Davis and Moore have carried forward Parsons views on stratification by 
clarifyingthe reasons for social inequality. They have tried to show that the system of 
stratification based on unequal rewards and prestige are necessary for maintaining order in . I 
society and ensuring its progress. 

I 

6.5 CRITICISM OF DAVIS AND ~ O O R E ' S  THEORY 

On the face of it the Davis-Moore theory appear rational and realistic. After all in all 
societies whichbelieve in social and occupational mobility. This is in contrast to a society 
where there is no mobility as people are assigned roles accordance with their birth. In 
India too the Constitution grants equal rights to all citizens. It bans discrimination on the 
basis of caste, race, religion and gender. This is similar to most modern societies where a 
person's ability is more important than his birth. Under these circumstances the Davis- 
Moore theory appears realistic as it offers an eqlanation for the esisting inequalities in 
society. There have been several criticisnls of this theory. In fact after it was published in 
the America1 Journal ofSociology in 1945, it aroused a great deal of interest. Several well- 
known sociologists of that time reacted by writing articles either in support or in criticism 
or the theory. As a result this journal had a special issue containing these articles. It is 

Turnill began his criticism with the statement that functionally important positions are 
highly rewarded. While it was a fact that rewards were unequal as some received more 
reward and prestige than other's it could not be categorically stated that these positions are 
functionally more important. It is possible that some workers in a factory are more 
necessary for maintaining production than their managers are, though the managers are 
better rewarded. In such cases if the workers are removed production will be hampered but 
if some managers are removed it may be still possible to maintain production. Therefore, 
how could functional importance of a position be measured'? A society needs doctors, 
lawyers, workers and farmers. Each of these positions are functionally inlportant for the 
existence of a society. Davis and Moore have not provided the means of measuring the 
functional importance of these positions. In fact some sociologists argue that the 
importance of position is a matter of opinion and not an objective criteria. 

Tumh argues that unequal rewards to people may not necessarily stem from the functional 
in~ortance of positions. The role of power in determining the importance of positions and 
thereby appropriating higher rewards is also in also important means of deternlining the 
rewards. For example in India workers in the organised sector are better paid and get more 
social security than the workers in the unorganised sector. This is nuinly because the 
fornler are unionised and have greater bargaining power than the latter who are not 
unionised and hence have little protection. The type of work done by workers in both 
sectors is sinlilar but the rewards as well as the prestige are higher in the organised sector. 
Hence power play a more important role in determining higher rewards than functional 

Tumin challenges the justification of higher rewards on the basis that these positions 
involve greater training. He argues that training does not necessarily mean sacrifice as the 
individuals also learn new skills, gain knowledge and thereby benefit. Moreover the 
rewards for such cases are disproportionate to the sacrifices made during training. 

The proportion that unequal rewards help to motivate people in inlproving their work is 
also not true according to Tumin. In reality there are barriers to motivation. The system of 
stratification does not allow the talented people to have equal access to better 
opportunities. Social discrimination is present in every society and this acts as a barrier. In 
India where social inequalities are higher it is difficult for the child of a poor person to get 
better education in order to improve his position. This is true in America as well where 
Afro-Americans and coloured people are economically worse off and hence they cannot 
compete for betterpositions. 

There is every possibility that in a system of unequal rewards, those who receive higher 
rewards will ensure that their children get the same rewards. They will also create barriers 2 1 



Explaining Socjal Stratification to prevent other from getting into the same positions that their children are in. Doctors may 
be interested in getting their children into the profession. They will not only try to ensure 
that their children'get in but will also try and prevent other children from getting into 
profession. T.B. Bottomore in his study Elites and Societies shows that even in developed 
countries such as Britain and France where the stratification system in nmre open an 
overwhelming majority of the civil servants were children of civil servants. 

The fact is that those at the bottom of the social hierarchy do not have access to the 
improving their knowledge and skills which will make them competent ellough to get the 
better position. Tumin notes that motivation through unequal rewards can be possible in a 
system "where there is genuinely equal access to recruitment and training for all 

. pot~ntially talented that differential rewards can conceivable by justified as functionally 
important. This is rarely possible in most societies." Hence he asserts that "stratification 
systems are apparently antagonistic to the development of such full equality of 
opportunity." Tumin therefore argues that those already receiving diierential positions can 
manipulate functionally important positions. Hence Tumin tries to prove that the 
functional theory of social stratification is not realistic. , 

6.6 LET US SUM UP 

Social stratification exists in all societies. Every society has its hierarchy in which the 
different individuals are placed. The main problems for the structural functionalists, such as 
Talcott Parsons. Kingsley Davis and Wilbert Moore, was how individuals occupy these 
different positions, and who do we need these difference They concluded that 
stratification was not only inevitable in all societies but it was also very necessary for them 
as it promoted stability and order. 

Talcott'Parsons tried to explain that all members of society accepted these inequalities 
because they believed that this was the only way order and stability could be maintained. 
Therefore the pattern of social stratification and social inequality become a p~art of the 
values of that society. He stressed on the role of the value consensus in detem~ining the 
nature of stratification in a social systenl. 

Davis and Moore extended Parsons argument and tried to examine why certain positions 
carry different degrees of prestige. They found that positions which are functionally more 
important for society carry higher rewards and greater prestige. They explained the 
reasons for this. 

This criticism put forth by Melvin Tumin of Davis and Moore's propositions show that 
functional importance in not the only criteria for deciding on which positiolzs carry higher 
rewards. There are other factors such as power and status based on birth. Even the so 
called open societies are influenced by these criteria. He challenges all the mnajor 
propositions in the theory' and he feels that stratification can become a~ztagonising to 
membefs of society. 

6.7 'KEY WORDS 

Value consensus : Agreement by all members of a social system on what 
is accepted for all. 

Functional Prerequisites : Those values that are necessary for promoting order 
and stability and thus necessary for the survival of that 
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Pars'ons and Davis 6.8 FURTHER READINGS 

R. Bendix and S.M. Lipset (eds.), Class, Status and Power, Routledge and Kegan Paul 

6.9 SPECIMEN ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 
PROGRESS 

Check Your Progress 

' 1) Functionalist theory explains how a society is able to survive. The functionalists 
view society as an organism with various parts. Each of the part is separate but they 
form an integrated whole, and contribute to its stability. Thus the system of 
stratification in a society is also necessary for its integration and stability. 

2) Values are shared beliefs. Thus values consensus emerges because all members of a 
society want order and stability in their daily life. Thus order, stability and 
co-operation are based on the value consensus. This value system is what creates 
ranking and creates stratification. Thus it is the value system which creates 
stratification in a soceity. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1 )  This basic requirement for any society is to allocate various different roles effectively. 
There are four aspects to these: 

i) all role8 in society must be filled. 

ii) the most conipetent people must fill these positions. 

iii) Training for the job is necessary. 

iv) Roles must be performed consciously. 

2) i) False 

iii) False 
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UNIT 7 COSER AND DAHRENDORF ON 

- SOCIAL CLASSES 

Structure 

7.0 Objectives 

7.1 Introduction 

7.2 L. Coser and R. Dahrendorf 

7.2.1 L. Coser 
7.2.2 Function of Conflict 
7.2.3 Conflicts and kjections 

7.3 Class Conflict 

7.4 Ralph Dahrendorf 

7.4.1 Capitalism andhdus~al  Society 
7.4.2 Decomposition of Capital Stock 
7.4.3 Decomposition of Labour 
7.4.4 Social Mobility and Egalitarian Principles 

7.5 Towards a Theory of Class Conflict 

7.5.1 Basic Assumptions ofIntqration and Contlict 'Iheories 
7.5.2 Dahrendoff s Theory 
7.5.3 Dahrendorf on Social Class 
7.5.4 Consequences for Social Structure 

7.6 LetUsSumUp 

7.7 Key Words 

7.8 Further Readings 

7.9 Specimen Answers to Check Your Progress 

7.0 OBJECTIVES 

After reading this unit you should be able to indicate : 

the functions of conflict; 

dahrendorf's theory of capitalism; 

the difference between Marx's conception of capitalism and that of Ddrendorf; and 

compare Coser's theory with that of Dahrendorf's theory. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Two opposing theoretical formulations namely Functionalism and Conflict theory have 
dominated sociological theorising. These have been projected as mutually exclusive, both 
in terms of domain assumptions as also in terms of their background/ideological 
assumptions. Functionalism has been seen as a conservative, status-quoist theory, whereas 
Conflict theory is a radical, progressive one. The debate over which of the two orientations 
is the appropriate one has led to a convergence between them. The works of Coser and 
Dahrendorf indicate it. It is particularly so when they examine the phenomenon of social 
stratification. Both draw heavily upon Man, but tend to diverge from him. It must be 
mentioned that Coser's focus was on the study of positive consequences of group conflict 
and class conflict being a mere variant. On the other hand class and class conflict are the 
primary focus of Dahrendorf. 



Coser ai~d Dnhrendore 
or1 Social Classes 

I 

7.2 L. COSER AND R. DAHRENDORF 

We now turn to specifi&lly examine each of these thinkers 

7.2.1 Coser 

As functionalism generally and functional theories of stratification, particularly becoming 
increasingly popular, a small nuniber of scholars began to point out its shortcomings. One 
of the most telling criticisms was directed against the assunlption that social systems are 
organised on the basis of a broadbased consensus around a system of values. Harmonious 
functioning of diverse substructures constituted the niodel. 

At the empirical level however, it was quite evident that conflicts of various kind and 
intensity between and within groups were continually taking place. How does one account 
for this a~lomaly? Are conflicts merely an abberation, a passing case of deviance which 
can be taken care of by the built-in mechanism of social control in the social system'? Or 
are conflicts as much a characteristic feature of the system as consensus'? If the latter is the 
case, the11 what is the relation between the two'? It is this question that Coser was 
concerned with. b 

Inspired by Georg Simmel's pioneering work in the area of inter group relations, Coser 
sees conflict playing a positive, functional role. Coser begins his argument first put forth 
by Simmel that conflict performs two functions: First, it establishes the identity of groups 
within the system. It strengthens group consciousness one makes them aware that they are 
separate from the 'others' they are opposing. It is quite close to what Parsons calls 
boundary maintenance. Secondly, 'reciprocal repulsions' a phrase used by Simmel, create 
a balance between groups and thereby contribute to the functioning stability of the social 
system as a whole. . 
Although the twin functions of conflict are applicable to all cases of goup conflict, these 
are particularly apt for understanding conflict between stratified groups-castes and classes 

7.2.2 Function of Conflict 

The function of conflict in establishing and maintaining group identities is quite clear in 
~ a r x ' s  theoly of class For him classes constitute themselves only through conflict with 
another class. Individuals may store common objective positions with others and yet may 
not be aware of the communality of interests. It is a class-in-itself. They become a class i.e. 
class for itself, only when they carry out a common battle against another class. 

Let us now turn to the caste system and the role of conflict within it. Let us recall the 
second function mentioned above, namely 'reciprocal repulsions'. Coser believes that 
conflict between castes not only establishes distinctiveness and separateness of the various 
castes but also ensures the stability of the total Indian social structure 

This is possible as a result of a balance of claims made by rival competing castes Members 
of the same caste are drawn together in a solidarity resulting from their conmion hostility 
and rejection of members of other castes. Hierarchy of positions in the system is 
maintained because of the rejection by the subgroups or castes in the society of each other. 

7.2.3 Conflicts and Rejections 

The discussion so far has focussed on the conflicts and rejections of strata and castes of one 
another imd the functional consequences following from them. To recapitulate, two such 
functions have been mentioned. First conflict with other groups leads to integration and 
solidarity within the group. Secondly, the system as a whole is maintained by a balance of 
aversions the groups have for one another. 
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Activity 1 

Discuss with other stydents the question of conflict. Can conflict have ;I function? 
Write your thoughts in your noteboolc 

Explaining Social Stratification 

An important qualifications is required at this stage for the foregoing disc~~ssion. 
Sometimes, out-groups instead of becoming targets of hostility and rejection. actually 
become positive reference groups to the group kl question (cf. Merton). The out-group may 
be emulated for purposes of becoming its member in future. Merton calls this anticipatory 
socialisation. Coser, however, believes that such may not bethe case for the caste system 
where caste positions are fixed for life and there is little possibility of m o \ ~ i ~ ~ g  from one 
caste to another. M.N. Srinivas believes, however, that aritually lower caste iilay try to 
adopt the rituals and life styles of higher castes in order to improve the position of the caste 
in the hierarchy of castes. This he calls the process of 'sanskritisation'. 

The open class .system, has bounded strata; some movement, both upward and downward is 
possible. Such mobility, in fact, is an ideal, although in practice there may not be 
substantial movement. In such a situation, hostility between classes is mixed with positive 
attraction to the higher classes. The sentiments of hostility towards higher classes do not 
necessarily mean rejection of the values of these groups but represent a 'sour grapes' 
attitude: 'that which is condemned is secretly coveted'. 

7.3 CLASS CONFLICT 

So far we have talked mainly about the feelings or sentiments of hostilitv towards other 
strata. Such negative feelings emerge due to the unequal distribution of privileges. At this 
stage it is desirable to distinguish between hostile sentiments, feelings or attitudes on one 
hand and conflict on the other. Conflict is an interaction between two or   no re persons or 
groups. Negative feelings or hostility do not ilecessarily lead to conflict interaction. 

If this be so, then we nuy ask the question as to the conditions under which llostile feelings 
lead to their acting out in conflict. Coser believes that hostility between groups erupts in 
case unequal distribution of rights is not considered legitimate. The underpriviged group 
must first become aware that the rights and privileges to which it is entitlcd are being 
denied to it. 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) What function does Coser see in hostility and conflict, write down your answer in 
about five lines. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

2) According to Coser conflict with other groups leads to 

i) integration and solidarity 

ii) open hostilities 

iii) disintegrkon 

iv) revolution 

In any system of inequality, an ideology upholding it is an invariable concoilunitant. The 
negatively privileged group must reject totally any such justificatory ideology. Only if such 

26 conscious rejection of legitimate order takes place can feelings be translated into action. 



Coser and Dnhrendorf 
~ I I  Social Classes 

It should ~nlnlediately occur to you that Coser's analysis of conflict interaction closely 
resemble:, that of Max, especially the transfornlation of 'class-in-itself' to a 'class-for- 
itself' Coser states that when social structures are no longer felt to be legitilllate, 
individuals with similar objective positions will come, tluough conflict. and form self 
conscious groups which have similar interests. (You will see later that a similar position is 
taken by Dahrendorf also). 

7.4 R. DAHRENDORF 

One of tlie major contributioirs to a study or classes and class conflicts lias come from Ralf 
Dahrendorf, a Genllan sociologist, in his seminal work 'Class and Class Conflict in 
Industrial society'. This work is based on a reasoned critique of M a n ' s  writings on class 
What Daluendorf has done is to initially show which of fonl~ulations are tenable 
and whicl~ untenable and then go on to provide a theory of class, class conflict and 
structured change 

I11 this section we shall briefly look at his contribution 

7.4.1 Capitalism and Industrial Society 

One of the first issues which Dahrendorf has taken up for analysis is the nature of 
capitalisn~ and the classes within it He has shown that capitalisn~ inerely signifies one 
form of industrial society. The two main elements of capitalisin for M a n  are private 
property in means of production and regulation of productive process by private contract 
(or management or i~iitiative). In other words esse~ltially a combination of private 
ownership and factual control of the instrument of production. 

Marx's analysis of classes and class conflicts is based on the above nlentioned 
characteristics of capitalism If it can be shown that there are no inore operative, than his 
theory is of little value today. 

7.4.2 I)ecomposition of Capital Stock 

The emer{:ence and spread on a wide scale of joint stock conlpanies raise serious questions 
about owliership and control of industrial enterprises with which was concerned. 
The roles of owner and nunager. originally conlbined in the position of capitalist, have 
been separated-stockholder i.e owner, and executive. The owner does not have a defined 
role in the authority structure of the orgallisation and those who have it do not necessarily 

The legitimacy of managerial authority stems not from ownership but from the 
bureaucratic organisation itself The effect of this development on class conflict includes a 
change in the domposition of groups participating in conflict, a change in the issues that 
cause conflict and also in the patterns of coiflict. 

7.4.3 1)ecomposition of Labour 

Just as there bas been a decomposition of capital, there has also been a decomposition of 
labour. M;m had believed that with the growth of capitalism the workers will become 
more and tnore unsullied, impoverished and homogeneous and will thus act in unison 
against a unified capitalist class. On the contrary, the workers have become more 
differentiated Not only is there a sharp distinction between unskilled and semiskilled 
workers there is a growing proportion of highly skilled workers. Consequently the 
earnings and functions differ widely among them. 

Let us also not forget the emergence of the new middle class-the white collar salaried 
eillployee. Although the salaried employee occupied a middle position in terms of income 
and prestige, from the point of a theory of conflict there a n  be no nuddle class. Where 
does it belong then in a relation of conflict? This is a1 important question because the 
name middle class is quite varied in its conlposition-from doctors and engineers on one 
hand and a clerk, office boy on the other. In a coixflict situation which anlong them will be 
'haves' and which 'have nots"? Dahrendorfbelieves that those in the bureaucratic hierarchy 
belong to iuling class and the white collar worker and others to the working class. 

27 



Explaining Social Stratification 7.4.4 Socia] Mobility and Egalitarian Principles 

Apart form the decomposition of capital and labour and the einergence of a deconlposed 
ilew middle class, social mobility has also militated against the hon~ogeilisatioil of classes. 
Marx had believed drat the status an individual occupies in society is deter~nined by his 
failuly origin and the positioil of his parents. In post capitalist societies tlds is not tile case. 
There has been considerable social inability both intergenerational as well as in(ra- 
generational. what this meals for class conlposition is that the classes \+ill be unstable. 
Hence the intensity of class conflict diiiunishes. While this is likely to be the case, let us 
not foget that it does not eliminate the possibility of class coiflict. 

Activity 2 

How is the modern world different from Marx's ideas. Tallt to peol)le and note 
down your thoughts in your notehoolc 

Yet another important factor that has militated against the kind of class conflict engulfing 
the entire society wldch mux had visualised, is the egalitarian principle hl the political 
sphere. Freedom of association has allowed the trade unions and political parties to take 
up conflict resolution in other than the direction ofviolent class conflicts. Negotiated 
settlements in institutionalised frame work was possible. The working class. at least in the 
organised sector, has been able to secure considerable benefits. 

To recapitulate tlle critique of M a n  suggested by Daluendorf. The predictioils Marx had 
made about honlogenisation of classes and the pauperisation or working class giving rise 
to intense and violent class conflicts has not been borne out by the historical 
developments, since his time. Three features are of particular inlport;ulcc First. there has 

. been decomposition of both labour and capital and a new middle class llas emerged 
Secondly. social mobility has made movement of individuals from one class to another 
possible. It works against the stability of classes, which in turn reduces the intensity of 
class conflict. Thirdly, equality in the political sphere has allowed cla'ss struggles to be 
canied out within institutionalised frame works and not necessarity tl~rough class wars. 
Since ownership of property and control are seperated and the proletariat is deconlposed 
we cannot visualise an entire society divided in two large warring canlps. Classes and 
conflicts will renuin in poor capitalist societies but their nature will be quite different 
froin what M a n  had formulated. 



7.5 TOWARDS A THEORY OF CLASS CONFLICT Coser and Dahrendorf 
on Social Classes 

Having shown the shortcomings of the applkability of Marx's theory of class conflict to 
Industrial societies, due to changed conditions Dahrendorf goes on then to suggest his own 
formulations on the subject. 

In the theoretical corpus of sociology, there have been two distinct orientations. First is the 
Integration theory of society and second, the Coercion theory of society. 

7.5.1 Basic Assumptions of Integration and Coercion Theories 

The former is founded on four basic assumptions: 

i) Every society is a relatively persistant, stable structure of elements. 

ii) .Every society is an i l l  integrated structure of elements. 

iii) Every element in a society has a function, i.e. renders contribution to its maintenance 
as a system. 

iv) Every functioning social structure is based on a consensus of values among its 
members. 

The latter i.e. the Coercion theory also exhibits four levels: 

i) Every society is at every point subject to processes change; social change is 
ubiquitious. 

ii) Every society displays at every point dissensus and conflict; social conflict is 
ubiquitious. 

iii) Every element in a society renders a contribution to its disintegration and change. 

iv) Every society is based on the coercion of some if its members by others. 

He considers both models as complementary rather than competing. For the explanation of 
formation of conflict groups the second model is appropriate. Given this assumption, 
Dahrendorf then goes on to provide a set of ideas in the form of propositions. Subsequent 
analysis and empirical verifications will be needed. 

7.5.2 Dahrendorf's Theory 

Let us examine the ideas contained in his 'Theory of Social Classes and Class Conflict'. 

The objective of the exercise is an examination and explanation of structure changes in 
terms of group conflict. Since the primary interest is on conflict and its consequences, 
following the coercion model, it is taken as present throughout social structure i.e. 
ubiquitous. All the elements of the social structure e.g. roles, institutions norms have to do 
something or other with instability and change. [One may legitimately ask the counter 
question; How is there unity and coherence then? The answer will be: 'coercion and 

I 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) In which way does Dahrendorf s theory differ from that of Marx. Answer using about 

........................................................... 

........................................................... 

........................................................... 

........................................................... 



Those who have authority dominate others. Domination is possession of authority. 
Corollarily, exclusion from authority is subjection. Combining the etements of 
authority, domination and objection, the domain of enquiry, the imperatively 
coordinated association is defined. Any association in which live members are 
subject to authority relations will be called an Imperatively Coordinated 
Association, (I.C.A. will be used subsequently). It will show asymmetry of relations 
in terms of domination and subjection. 

Explaining Social Stratification 2) Say true or false. 

i) Marx advocated the decomposition of capital 

ii) Dahrendorf feels that class conflict will lead to revolution 

iii) Marx points out that capital leads to Imperatively Coordinated Associations 

iv) Class conflict has consequences for the social structure. 

Every theory, however rudimentary it may be, uses a set of concepts which have to be 
clearly defined so that the statements showing the inter relationships can be clearly 
understood. Dahrendorf is one of the rare authors who has deliberately chosen to practice 
what the methodologists often preach but seldom practice. 

Since it is a theory dealing with conflict concepts like power, authority have to find a 
place. 

Following, Max Weber, Authority (i.e. legitimate power) then is the probability that an 
order with specific content will be obeyed by a given group of persons. Let it be 
emphasized that authority is confined to a specific organisation or group. The manager of 
factory 'A' cannot have aut'lority over workers of factory 'B'. It is confined to his factory 
only. 

Box 7.01 

Following Marx's ideas on the existential basis of consciousness, class conscious~ess and 
fake class consciousness (cf "class-in-itself' and "class-for-itself') Dahrendorf 
distinguishes between latent and manifest interest. 

Latent interests are those interests about which the incumbents of the two espousing , 

positions of domination and subjection are unaware. In contrast the manifest interests are 
articulate and conscious to the individual and lead to opposition to the other. 
Corresponding to the two kind of interests, collectivities can be classified. The collectivity 
of individuals having common latent interests is called a quasi group, on the other hand. 
that which shares manifest interests is called interest groups. 

Quasi group-b Interest group 

Latent interests-Manifest interests . 

(note that if latent interests become manifest due to structural dynamics of opposition, 
quasi groups become interest groups) 

Having defined these terms Dahrendorf is now ready to define social class. (Remember 
that ownership will not figure in it as in Marx) 

7.5.3 Dahrendorf on Social Class 

Social classes then are such organised or unorganised collectivities which share latent or 
manifest interests which arise from the authority structure of imperatively coordinated 
associations (I.C.A.) 



A few important points to note are: C ~ ~ s e r  i ~ n d  Dahrendorf 
on Social Classes 

i) Social class does not enconlpass all or even most nlenlbers of a society as a whole. It 
has relevance only for the given ICA. 

ii) Given the authority structure of an ICA of domination and subjection, only two 
classes are emergent. 

iii) Social classes are always conflict groups. 

Group conflict is the antagonistic relationship between organised collectivities as is based 
on patterns of social structure. (Not randonh not based on psychological factors). In a given 
I.C.A. class conflict which arised fromthe authority structure is endenuc and ubiquitous. 
The presence and acting out of class conflict has consequences for structural change. This 
change can be in the social institutions and/or nomx and values. Change can take place in 
varying degrees of suddenness or radicalness or both. (Note the departure from Marx 
fornlulation that structural change is always revolutionary i.e. sudden, radical and violent). 

A model of conflict group fonnation. 'In very imperatively coordinated association, two 
quasi groups united by common latent interests can be distinguished. Their orientations of 
interest are determined by possession of or exclusion from authority. From these quasi 
groups, interest groups are recmited, the articulate programs of which defined or attack 
the legitimacy of exciting authority structures. In any given association, two such 
groupings are in conflict'. (Dahrei~dorf, 1959: 183-84) 

7.5.4 Consequences for Social Structure 

Once conflict groups of the class type are formed in an I.C.A. i.e. in twp opposing groups, 
how does the conflict interaction proceed? What will be the consequences for the social 
structure in which group conflict is rooted? There are the questions that any theory of 
conflict has to answer. Daluendorf has attempted to do so. 

To begin with one asks the question regarding the intensity of conflict (which involves 
i 
I 'costs' in case of defeat which factors affect it positively and negatively. Dahrendorf 

believes that the intensity of class conflict decreases to the extent that conditions for class 
organisation are present and vice versa. For example, if the workers havt, opportunities of 
forming unions and negotiate with nlanagement, the worker nmagement conflicts will be 

I- less intense. Sinularly in states where people can freely form parties and civic association 
will have less intense conflict, similarly, intensity of group conflict will diminich when the 
classes hi different associations are not superimposed. For example the factory workers are 

1 also not from an ethnic minority or low caste. If there is superimposition of the two, the 
I conflict will be more intense. 
, 

I The intensity of class conflict is also affected by the fact of whether or not different group 
1 conflicts in the same society are dissociated. As an example let us suppose that there are 

three major kind of conflicts in a society: class conflict, ethnic conflict and regional, say, I north-south conflict. If the incumbants of position of domination are also from dominant 
etlmic group and from the north, and those of subjection from a particular subordiate 

Box 7.02 

It is to be noted that if the distribution of rewards and of authority are dissociated, 
then also the intensity of class conflict will diminish. Although the exercise of 
authority and ownership of property tend to coincide, it need not necessarily be 
so. Those in authority mily not own the means of production yet the workers may 
own shares in the company which employs them. Social mobility does influence 
the intensity of class conflict. It tends to decrease to the extent the classes are 
open and not closed. In a caste society where avenues of upward mobility are 
permanently closed, the intensity of conflict is likely to be higher than in an open 
class society. The caste conflicts in Bihar are a good example. 



Explaining Social Stratification Having discussed the factors that affect the intensity of class conflict, Dahrendorf, then 
moves on to examine the variables affecting the violence of conflict. We have seen earlier, 
that he rejects Marx's position that all class conflicts are violent. It also does not mean 
that it is absent. What is believd is that the degree of violence varies from peaceful to 
bloody revolutionary conflict. 

The conditions of class organisation prevelant in an ICA is negatively related to the 
violence of class conflict (cf unionisation and peaceful collective bargaining in a factory). 
Dahrendorf also believes that if relative deprivation replaces absolute deprivation in the 
subject classes, theviolence of class conflict is reduced. Yet another factor affecting the 
degree of violence is the regulation of conflict, By regulation of conflict is meant the 
mechanisms and procedures that deal with the expression of conflict and not either with its 
resolution or suppression. To begin with, both parties must recognise that the conflict is 
real and necessary. Callingthe other party's claim as 'unrealistic' is not regulation. It must 
be recognised that the 'other' has a case. Conflict regulation is more likely to occur when 
the opposing groups are organised as interest groups. In case of unorganised groups 
regulation is difficult. For example if there is only one workers' union in a factory, both the 
management and workers can work out effective strategies for dealing with the issues 
involved in conflict. 

Finally, if both the parties agree on certain formal 'iules of the game', conflict is better 
regulated. As in most democratic countries of the would India has evolved procedures for 
industrial conflict regulation e.g. negotiations, mediations, arbitration and adjudication; 
strike being the last resort. 

As class conflict takes place in an association, given its varying intensity and violence, it 
has consequences for the structure. Two kind of structure changes have been identified by 
Dahrendorf. suddeness and radicalness. The term structure change is to be applied when 
there are changes in the personnel of positions of domination and sub.jectio11 in 1.C.A.s. 
An extreme case will be when all the positions of authority are takes over by nlenlbers of 
the erstwhile subject class, such as for example, in a revolution. More oftell tlxm not, 
however, there is partial replacement. 

By radicalness of structure change is meant the significance of consequences and 
ramifications of such change. It should be noted that many sudden changes nlay not 
necessarily be radical. For example a coup de tat by one general against another will bring 
about considerable changes in personnel, but will heavily change either the institutional or 
the nonnative order prevalent in the state. 

7.6 LET US SUM UP 

The 'Grand Theory' of Marx with its global vision and revolutionary zeal 1x1s had strong 
emotional reactions both positive and negative. It has changed the course of human 
history. Over the years however there has been a quiet dispassionate esa~lunatioll of his 
writings. 

M m ' s  vision of total social tpnsformation of the inequitous, inhumat1 capitalist system 
by a revolutionary well organised working class hasn't really worked out. The concepts of 
class and class conflict that he had used have had tremendous impact, 11 social sciences. 
Many scholars adopted them in their entirety; some with modification. 

Both Coser and Dahrendorfbelong to the later category. Both of them see the sigruf~cance 
of class, but not its nature. The entire society may not be divided in two warring classes. 
They are 'groups' in a society having interests which are opposed to those of other groups. 
Conflict is not merely positional, it is interactive; not only structural but also processual. It 
also has a psychological counterpast in interest, consciousness, and in emotional costs. 
Finally, it has consequences for the social structure. These may beboth positive and 



7.7 KEY WORDS Coser nnd Dahrendoti 
on Socis11 Classes 

Capitalism : The system in which there are owners of the means of produc- 
tion and the workers. This leads to an exploitation of the latter 
by the former. 

Conflict : The opposing stance and action of two or more antogonists 
groups 

Egalitarian : The principle that each individual/group must have equal status 
and opportunity. 

Decoml)osition : The breaking down of a class or group into smaller groups, e.g. 
that of labour and capital based groups. 

Function : The part a component plays in the integration of a whole e.g. 
the part economy plays in integrating society. - 

7.8 FURTHER READINGS 

Coser, A. 1956. Function of Social Conflict. London. Routeledge and Kegan Paul. 

Dahrendorf, R. 1959. Class and Class Conjlict in Industrial Society. London. Routeledge 
and Kegan Paul. 

7.9 SPECIMEN ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 
PROGRESS 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) Conflict has several functions. Firstly conflict with other groups leads to integration 
and solidarity within the same group. Furtherthe whole system is maintained by what 
may be termed as a balance of aversions the groups have for the another. However 
sometimes what happei~s is that an out group@) instead of creating a hostile response 
actually becomes apositive reference group. This is called anticipatory socialization, 
and has been stressed even in the caste system through the process termed 
' Sanskritization'. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) The theory of Marx predicts revolutionary change due to p~l~ariuization of classes in the 
system of capitalism. Dahrendorfpoints out due to deconlposition of labour and 
capital, and due to social mobility such a revolution and polarization of classes will 
no1 occur. Thus industrial society defuses the tensioils through the various piocesses 
mentioned above. 

2) i) False 

ii) False 

iii) False 

iv) True. 
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8.0 OBJECTIVES 

After reading this unit you should be able to : 

provide contemporary perspectives on social stratification; 

outline the grand synthesis of Berghe; 

describe the Systems Theory of Luhmann; and 

- discuss the power and priviledge theory of Lenski. 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

This lesson attempts to use the method of dialectics to understand the progress made in 
the literature on the subject of social stratification. Our specific focus will be on the 
writings of three sociologists Pierrie van den Berghe, N. Luhmann and Gerhard Lenski, 
who have tried to go beyond the existing polarities in the theories of social stratification 
and have attempted to synthesize them into a unified theory. We shall first identify the two 
opposing viewpoints on the phenomenon of social inequality, i.e., the conservatives who 
advocate that social inequalities are natural and justified and the radicals who believe in 
principle of treating all human beings equa!ly and see this as an achievable social and 
political goal. We can observe two parallel trends in the sociological literature on social 
stratification as well: the structural-functionalism representing the conservative trend and 
the conflict or the Marxist approach representing the radical perspective. In the following 
sections we shall see how a syntheses of the two opposing theories have been attempted by 
the above mentioned three sociologists 



8.2 SOCIALSTRATIFICATION: DIVERGENT 
v 

Theories of Stratification : 

EXPLANATIONS OF THE SAME PHENONIENON 

Social inequality or social stratification is a universal phenomenon. Some degree of 
inequality in property, prestige and power is found virtually in all the contenlporary 
societies. The available historical evidence suggests that such inequalities had been 
characteristic of the past societies as well. Further, inequalities are socially pattenled and 
there is some degree of legitiinacy granted to then1 by the society. In other words, laws and 
norms of a given collectivity govenl the prevailing systems of inequality. It is for this 
reason that the phenonlenon of social stratification has been an iillportant question for 
sociologists and the other social scientists. They have written a great deal on the subject. 
both in terms of descriptive accounts of the prevailing structures and practices of 
illequalities in different societies as well as in ternls of providing explanations or 
theorizing the phenomenon. 

Apart froill sociologists and other social scientists, the phenomenon of social inequality 
has been a major concern among lay thinkers, philosophers and religious leaders for a 
long time. While certain religions; such as Hinduism, justifv inequalities anlong the 
different caste groups, other religious philosophies preached against practicing inequality 
and appealed to their follocvers to treat all h u n m  individuals equally. Sinlilarly, the 
illodenl Western thinkers and philosophers have also been divided on the sub.ject. There 
have been debates on the question 'whether it is right and justified to treat human beings 
differently and reward thein unequally'?' We can identity two different positions on the 
subject. While some have taken a conservative position, others have developed a critique 
of the existing systems of inequalities and have offered radical alternatives (Lenslski, 1966). 

The conservative thinkers of nlodenl Europe tried to argue that since social inequalities 
are found everywhere, they are natural and inevitable. In other words, they justified the 
existence of inequalities on various grounds. Adam Smith, a leading liberal philosopher of 
t l ~e  nlodern West and founder of the modem econonlics, justified social inequalities by 
arguing in favour of the free market system. The market place where individuals pursue 
their private interests without :my interference of political authority or moral principle of 
distribution tests the capabilities of different individuals and rewards them differently 
depending on their conlpetence. 

Similarly, those influenced by Darwin's theory of natural selection also justified the 
existence of inequalities anlong men. The social Darwinians argued that individual men 
were sifted and sorted like plant and animal species. Through this process of selection, 
those who possessed better qualities rose to positions of prominence in society while others 
formed the working masses. W.G. Su~nner, for example, argued in his well-known book 
Folkways that 'class based inequalities were essentially a measure of the social worth of 
men, which in turn was basically a measure of their native ability'. The well-known 
Italian scholar Gaetano Mosca was another proponent of the conservative thesis. He too 
insisted that inequalities were an inevitable fact of life. Since human societies could never 
function without political organization, these organizations necessarily led to inequalities 
in power. 

Howex~er, there has also been a long tradition of radical thinking in the modem Westem 
philosophy that argues against the conservative position. Tlie radicals have all along been 
emphasizing on the point that treating human beings unequally was morally wrong. They 
have also been arguing that it was possible to build a society where all individuals could be 
treated equally with equal rights. Scholars like Locke and Rousseau strongly argued that 
in inodenl denlocracies, all human beings should possess equal political rights. Among all 
(he classical lhinkers of modem Europe, it is in the writings of Marx and Engels that we 
find a most systematic and well-developed critique of tlle conservative position. In their 
writings on the political economy of capitalist development, they also offered a radical 
anti-thesis of the conservative or the "liberal bourgeois" position in form of the socialist 

Tuwards a Synthesis Lenski, 
Luhnlann, Berghe 



Explaining Sdcial Stratification 8.3 THE CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVES ON STRATIFICATION 

As mentioned above, we can observe interesting parallels in the manner in which the , 
phenomenon of social inequality was eqlained by classical thinkers of illodeni Europe and 
the ways in which contemporary sociological theories deals with the stlb,ject of social 
stratification. The two dominant perspectives on tlie subject, the functioilalist theory and 
the conflict theory, resemble very closely the conservative and radical viewpoints presented 
above. Both these perspectives begin with a normative position on the stlb.ject. The 
functionalist perspective or the consensus approach emphasizes on the inevilability of 
social inequality and the positive function that it performs for the social system. The . 
coiflict theory, on the other hand, looks at the phenomenon in ternls of interests that the 
given structpres of inequality in a particular society fulfil of certain individuals and groups 
at the cost of others. Hence they highlight the illegitimacy and the negalive side of it. 

8.4 THE FUNCTIONALIST PERSPECTIVE 

As we know, the functionalist or the structural-functioilalist theories tend to look at society 
as an organically integrated systein where different parts or units work Lo fulfil the 
essential needs of the system. They look at social stratification too in functionalist ternls, 
i.e. in terms of the needs that the patterns of social inequality fulfil for the society as a 
whole. Thus for them social inequality is not merely an inevitable fact but also essential 
requirement of the system. Talcott Parsons and Kingsley Davis are the leading 
functionalist theorists who have written on social stratification. 

As inentioned above, the basic preliuse of tlie functioilalist position is thal stratification 
arises out of the needs of societies and not from the needs and desires of indi\iduals. 
According to Parsons, in every society there are certain shared values tllal arise out of the 
needs of that society. Since the needs of all societies are inore or less sinlilar, these values 
also tend to be similar the world over. What differs is the relative railkuig of these values. 
One society may value efficiency more than stability while another niay reverse the order 
but every society must value both stability as well efficiency to some degree. The system of 
social stratification is essentially an expression of the value system of that society. The 
positions that measure up to the standards set by the society are rewarded liiore than those 
that are valued less. 

Similarly, Davis argues that stratification arises in response to two specific needs conunon 
to every human society. First, the most important positions in society ought to be fulfilled 
by the most competent individuals and second, the society must reward those occupying 
important positions better than those 6ccupying less important positions. ..Social 
inequality is thus an uilconsciously evolved device by which societies inslue that the most 
important positions are conscientiously filled by the most qualified persoils . 

Davis identifies two important factors that deternune the inagnitude of rewards attached to 
highly ranked position: 1) their fuiictional iiiiportance for the society and 2) the relative 
scarcity of qualified personnel in that category.'~or example, a doctor is functionally more 
important for society than a sweeper. And being qualified to be a doctor requires longer 
period of training that makes their availability scarce in society. Hence higher rewards for 
the doctor. Since all positions can never be of equal inlportance, nor all nlen equally 
qualified for the important positions, inequality is inevitable. Not only is it inevitable, as 
Davis argues, it is necessarily beneficial to everyone since the survival slid well being of 
every individual is contingent on the survival and well being of society 

8.5 THE CONFLICT APPROACH 



--- 
Activity 1 

Do the differring functional and contlict perspectives allow for a common 
approach. If so how? Discuss with students in the study centre and write a note in 
your notebook 

In contrast to the functionlists, the conflict theories do not approach the problem of social 
stratification by identifying an abstract notion of society with its own need. They view 
society as being formed by various individuals and groups and their needs and interests. It 
is these needs and interests that become the starting point for the conflict theorists. While 
the functionalists have no place for the concept of power in their analysis of society and 
social inequality, the conflict theorists begin with the question of power. Society for them 
is a stage where struggles take place among different groups and individuals over the 
available scarce resrouces and the socially valued positions. Those who are powerful use 
their strength to comer the valued positions. Those who are powerful use their strength to 
comer  the valued resources. It is the domination of some groups over the others that 
perpetuates social inequality in society. For exanlple those who are rich are able to send 
their wards to good scllools and it is because of this that they are able to compete for the 
positions that are valued better. Since the poor cannot even afford to send their children to 
ordinary schools they can never compete with the rich and the powerful. Comparing the 
two schools of thought, Lenski writes: 

Where the fiinctionalists emphasize the common interests shared by the members of a 
society, conflict theorists emphasize the interests which divide. Where functionalists stress 
the common advantages which accrue from social relationships, conflict theorists 
enlphasize the element of domination and exploitation. Where functionalists emphasize 
consensus as the basis of social unity, conflict theorists emphasize coercion. Where 
functionalists see human societies as social systems, conflict theorists see them as stages 
on which struggles for power and privilege take place (Lenski, 1966: 16-17). 

The two schools of thought are generally seen as being totally opposed to each other. 
However, some scholars have also argued that there are inany things cornillon in the two 
perspectives. They argue that conflict and consensus are two sides of the same coin. A 
sociological theory should be able to take into account all the aspects of social reality. 
Some sociologists have even attenlpted to go beyond the polarities and develop a unified 
theory of society and social stratification that attempts to bring the two viewpoints 
together. Scholars like Dahrendorf, Lenski, Berghe and Luhnlam are among those have 
tried to go beyond the polarities and have attempted syntheses of the two perspectives. 

r 

8.6 TOWARDS A SYNTHESIS 

Theories of Stratification : 
Towards a Synthesis Lenski, 

Luhm:mn, Berghc 

It was the German philosopher, Hegel who through his theory of dialectics popularized the 
term synthesis. According to him, ideas or human th i i ing  progresses through a process 
of opposition or negation. A particular idea or a 'thesis' leads to the development of an 
opposite idea or an 'anti-thesis'. Through a process of dialectics, there emerges a 
synthesis, another idea that integrates the valid points of both, the thesis as well as the 
anti-thesis, imd approaches the question at a different level. As pointed out by Lenski, 
'whereas both thesis and anti-thesis are essentially normative theories of inequality, i.e, 
essentially concerned with moral evaluation and the question of justice, the synthesis is 
essentially analytical, i.e; concemed with empirical relationships and their causes'! Or in 
other words, while thesis and anti-thesis are arguments made foml ideological 
standpoints, synthesis relies on mobilization of empirical data. It is a result of modem 
application of the scientific method to the study of the age-old problem of human 
inequality. 

8.6.1 Early Attempts 

The earliest attempts to go beyond the conservative and radical positioils on ~e question 
of social inequality could be seen in the writings of the Gemlan sociologist, Max Weber. 
Though he did not consciously attempt a synthesis of the two traditions, his writings on 37 



Explaining Social Stratification subjects like class, power and prestige reflect an analytical treatment that illcorporates 
valid insights from both the perspectives and goes beyond the polarities or llloral 
positions. For example, in his discussion on the concept of class, though he agrees with 
Mam that it is an important aspect of the social structure, he does not subscribe to Marx's 
view that the existence of class inevitably leads to class conflict or class struggle. 
Similarly, unlike Mam, he does not look at the phenomenon of 'power' and 'prestige' as 
being always reducible.to 'class'. And still he claims that he has basically attenyted to 
advance what had been said on the structure of capitalist societies. 

Apart from Weber, one can see attempts to synthesize the two perspectives on social 
stratification in the writings of VilfredPareto, Pitirim Sorokin and Stanislaw Ossowski. 
More recently, Pierre van den Berghe, Gerhard Lenski and Luhmaul have made such 
attempts. 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) Compare and contrast the Conflict and Functional approaches to social stratification. 
Use about five lines for your answer. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

2) Outline the early attenlpts towards a synthesis of social stratification approaches. Use 
about five lines for your answer. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 
r 

8.7 PIERRE VAN DEN BERGHE 

In one of his research articles, 'Dialectic and Functionalism: Toward a Theoretical 
Synthesis' published in the American Sociological Review in 1963. Pierre van den Berghe 
tried tg identify the common elements in the two ma-jor traditions of sociological 
theorizing by using the Hegelian concept of synthesis. 

He argues that Functionalism and Marxian conflict theory each stresses one of two 
essential aspects of social reality. "Not only does each theory enlphasize one of two aspects 
of social reality which are complementary and inextricably intertwined, but sonle of the 
analytical concepts are applicable to both appraoches" (Berghe, 1963: 703). However, it is 
not enough to say that the two theories are complementary. One should be able to show 
their reconcilability. According to Berghe, by retaining and modifying elelnents of the two 
approaches, one can develop such a unified theory of society. He shows tllat t l~e two 
theories converge on four important points. 

First, both the approaches are holistic in character as they both look at society as a system 
with interrelated and interdependent ppart However. the two theories have opposite views 
on the interrelationship of different parts. While fullctionalisin einphasizes on the 



Activity 2 

What is thejustitication for a grand synthesis of stratification theories? Discuss 
with students in the study centre and write a brief note in your notebook 

reciprocal interdependence of parts, the dialectical theory talks about the co~flictual 
relations among the different parts of the system. However, both the theories have been 
criticised for overenlphasizing one at the cost of the other. The concept of system thus 
needs to include both, interdependence as well as coiflict. 

Second, their concern with regard to conflict and consensus also tends to overlap. Whereas 
functionalisn~ regards consensus as ma.jor focus of stability and integration, the dialectical 
theory views conflict as a source of disintegration and revolution. However, according to 
Berghe, thc two c a l  be reconciled into a single'theory. For exanlple, Coser has pointed to 
the integrative and stabilizing aspect of conflict. Instead of leading to disintegration, 
conflict can help the system to retain a dynamic equilibrium. Furthermore. in a number of 
societies; conflict is institutio~lalized and ritualized in a manner that seems coilducive to 
integration. In industrial societies, for example, tlie existence of trade unions of the 
working class help in regulating industrial relations and they work as safety valves against 
the possibility of a disintegrative kind of class conflict. Similarly excessive unity among 
different ~ ~ o u p s  can also lead to inter-group conflict in a plural society where diverse 
cultural groups live together. 

Thirdly, both functionalism and the conflict/dialectical theory share the evolutionary 
notion of social change. Though their notion of stages and processes iiivolved in the 
course of historical change differ, they both nevertheless believe in t l~e  idea of progress. 
While the Marxian dialectical theory visualizes a process of change taking place through 
class struggle, functionalists attribute this change to a continuous process of social 
differentiation. However, as Bergl~e argues, t l ~ e  two theories of change have at least one 
inlportmt point in conullon: both theories hold that a given state of the social system 
presupposes all previous stages, aid,  hence, contains them, if only in residual or modified 

Fourthly, Berghe claims that both functio~ralisrn and dialiectic-conflict theories are based 
on "an equilibrium model". In the case of fu~~ctionalism, tliis is obvious. But the dialectic 
sequence of thesis-antithesis-sy~lthesis?lso involves a noti011 of equilibriun~. The dialetic 
conceives of society as going through alternating phases of equilibriun~ and 
disequilibrium. While the notion of equilibrium in the dialectical theory is different from 
the classical notion of dynamic equilibrium, the views are neither contradictory nor 
inconlpatible with a postulate of long-range tendency towards integration. 

8.8 N. LUHMANN: A SYSTEMS THEORY 

More recently, N. L u l i m m  has tried to develop a theory of social system that deals with 
the basic problem of social sciences. He has tried to go beyond the existing explanations of 
die phenomenon of social stratification and has offered an analytically synthesized view of 
the subject. A sociological theory of society, according to Luhmann, must incorporate into 
it a genefill theory of systems, a general theory of evolution, and a general theory of 
conullunication. They have to be seen 21s being mutually interdependent. Similarly, a 
general theory of society has to go beyond the dichotonues of 'stability or change; 
stnicture or process; consensus or conflict. A theory of conflict must also provide a theory 
of consensus, a theory of processes illust also explain structures, and so forth'. 

Box 8.01 

Much of the existing literature on social stratitication or social inequality tends 
to deal with the phenomenon from a moralistic perspective, i.e., by looking i ~ t  it 
in terms of being "good" or "had". While the Marxist scholars and the contlict 
theorists tend to loolc at it in terms of domination and exploitation and hence 
view it as being essentially bad, the functionalist theory by talking about the 
societal needs that stratification system fulfils end up justifyingit. Luhmann looks 
at the phenomenon of social stratification from an evolutionary perspective. 

Theories of Stratification : 
Towards a Synthesis Lenski, 

Luhnwnn, Berghe 



Explaining Social Stratification He lias argued that it would be misleadhig to focus exclusively on thc issue of 
subordination-doniilaation/esploithtion or to seek to justify it by invoking tlie unifying 
functions that it performs for tlie society. Stratification was initially a result of growth in 
the size and coillplexity of society. As tlie society grew in size and scale. it became 
illpossible for all the menlbers of a society to interact with each other at personal or face- 
to-face level. Tlie process of "social coiiuuunication" required a "selective intensifiei' 
Stratification provided the way out. It differentiated society llito ~uiequal subsystems. 
Wliile inequality became a norm at tlie level of social system and its interaction with 
environment. equality beca~iie the guiding priiiciple within the subgroup. it nonil 
regulating coimnunicatioii and social interaction aillong the nie~nbers of a particular 
stratum. 

The process of differentiation that begins with :a growth aiid coluplexity of society initially, 
gives rise to a segmental division in society. Caste systeill is a classical esi~mple of such a 
segmental division. The role differentiation at this stage is at Lhe level of f:~~iiilies aiid eacli 
seginent is a closed stratum. However, as the process of differentiation progresses, it gives 
way to an open class-like systenl of stratification 'that is continually reproduced by the 
effects of functional differentiation'. 

8.9 GERHARD LENSKI: POWER AND PRIVILEGE 

Anlong the three scholars discussed in this lesson, it is in tlie works of Gcrl~ard Lenski 
that one finds a most systematic attenipt at developiiig a syiilhcsis of thc diCCcrent tlieories 
of social stratification. In the introductory chapter of liis well known book l'ou~ct- and 
Privilege: '4 Theory ofSocial Stratt$cation, Lenski clarifies tliat liis atte~iipt at de\ eloping il  

synthesized theory of social s~atification focuses on three important questions. First, lie 
focuses on the causes of stratification rather than its consequences as lias been done by 
nlost others. Second, as is suggested in the title of his focus, his main focus is on power 
and privilege rather than prestige. Finally, lie equates social stratification will1 distributive 
process in human societies-the process by wliich scarce goods and values are distributed. 

Box 8.02 

Structureof the distribution system is made up of three types of units: intli\~iduals, 
classes and class systems. Each of these is linked to the other ant1 represents a 
different level of organization within a distributive system. Jndi\~itlui~ls, for Lenski, 
work at the basic level ot;the system hut they constitute units within c1;lsses. The 
classes, in turn, are the units within cl;~ss systems. 

Historically speaking, the question of distribution and social inequality ;~ssu~lic significance 
only when the societies begin to produce surplus, i.e., more than what is required for tlie 
survival of the given population. The core question for Lenski is 'wlio gels \\ha1 and why?' 
His answer is rather sinlple and clear. " l i e  distribution of rewards i11 a society is a function 
of tlle distribution of power". This answcr is counter posed to the answcr suggested by the 
structural functionalists wlio explain the differential distribution of ren'ards in terms of 
functional needs of the social system. Tllougli liis answer to tlie question of -who gets what 
and why?' appears to be rather sinlple, his overall theory of social stratification is quite an 
elaborate one. Lenski has offered a multidimensional view of the working of the 
distribution system that detenlunes tlic structure of power and privilege in society. 

Lenski's notion of class, however, is very different from [hat Karl Mars or Mas Weber. 
While M m  and Weber define class priinarily in econoiiuc tenns ;uld treal it as being a 
part of the econonuc system of the society, Lenski uses the tenii in a ven. broild sense and 
enlpliasizes more on its political dimension. As mentioned above, for Lenski. stratification 
is a multidin~ensional phenonlenon aid therefore lie rejects a single diiiiensional 
definition of class. Hunian societies are stratified in various ways, and eacli of these 
alternative modes of stratification provides a basis for different conception of class. Thus 
classes are not merely aggregation of individuals who share conunon econo~ilic status in 
society or a conunon position in the structure of production. There c;ul be different types of 



Throrir\ ot Stratification : 
He defines class as "an aggregation of persons in society who stand in a similar position Toward\ il Synthesis Lenski, 
with respect to some from of power, privilege orprestige" (Lenski, 1966:74-75). However, Lu hmnnn, Berghe 
he clarifies that if one has to ex~lain  the phenomenon of social stratification or answer the 
question 'who gets what and why? power and class must be our chief concern. Prestige 
and privilege are largely determined by the distribution of power. By power, Lenski means 
all those individuals who have access to the institutional sources of power or who have the 
legitimate right or capability of using force. Thus, in his definition of class, the i~lost 
crucial element is that of power. 

However, the manner in which he defines power and class, a single individual can be 
illQtlber of inore than one class. For example, in coiltemporary Indian society, an 
individual can be a member of the middle class with respect to property holdings, a 
men~ber of the working class by virtue of his job in a factory and a menlber of subordurate 
etlulic class in terms of his being a dalit by caste. Each of the major roles he occupies, as 
well as his status in the property hierarchy. influences his ch:u~ces of obtaining the things 
he seeks in life and thus each places him in a specific class. This tendency towards 
n~ultidiniensioilality of class statuses, according to Lenski becoilles inore pronounced as 
one moves from technologically primitive societies to teclmologically advanced societies. 

He further argues that every unequal or stratified system has a potential of conflict. The 
members of every class share coinnlon interests with one another, and these shared 
interests constitute a potential basis of hostility toward otlier classes. The meillbers of a 
given cl;lss have a vested interest in protecting and increasi~lg the values of their conunon 
resources and in reducing the value of the resources of the opposite classes. However, he 
does not claim that classes always act together or that they are aware of their conunon 
interests. Nor are they alw-ays hostile to the opposite classes. A given class structure spells 
out the possibilities that could be realized, but there is nothing inevitable about them. 

The final elenlei~t iin his theory of social stratification is the concept of class systems. A 
class system, according to Leilski is defined as 'a hierarchy of classes ranked in terms of 
some single criterion'. However, there is no single class system. He argues tl~at once we 
recogi1ii.e the fact that power has diverse basis, and that these are not always reducible to 
sollle single common denomurhtor. we are forced to think in terms of series of class 
hierarchies and class systems. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) Outline Berrhe's theory of social stratification. Use about five lines for your I-ulswer. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

.............................................................. 

2 )  Give a brief note on N. Luhman's Systems Theory of social stratification. Use about 
fk e lines for your answer. 



Explaining Social Stratification 3) Dileneate the position of power and privelege in Leilski's theory of social 
stratification. Use about five lines for vour answer. 

8.10 LET US SUM UP 

The issue of social inequality or social stratification has been one of the illost widely 
debated questions. It is not only sociologists who have provided conflicting theoretical 
explanations of the phenomenon but it has also been a contentious issue alllollg the lay 
thinkers, philosophers and religious leaders. Though attempts have been made at 
synthesizing the conflicting theories by many sociologists. three of whom wc have 
discussed above, the existing status of the question is far fro111 satisfactor) Tlle syntlleses 
or the unified theories suggested by Berghe, Luhmarul or Lenski have not been accepted by 
all the sociologists. Most functionalists remain committed to theirposilioil and so is [rue of 
the Marxists or the other conflict theorists. Professional sociologists as R ell as lay thinkers 
continue to disagree on the ciuses and coilsequences of stratification 

8.1 1 KEY WORDS 

Contlict Approach : The approved in which stratification is see11 as a result of 
two opposing classes The class which owns means of 
production exploits the working class 

Functional Approach : The approach in which every positioil and status in socicty 
is seen as contributing to the n~aintenmcc a ~ ~ d  solidarity of 
the society. 

Synthesis : This refers to an attempt to put divergent approaches to 
social stratification under a single approach wllich draws 
strands from other approaches. 
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8.13 SPECIMEN ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 
PROGRESS 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) Functionalists tend to look at Society as an organically linked system where different 
parts fulfill the essential needs of the system. It is the system or society that have 
'needs'. Further the system of social stratification is an expression of the value system 

42 
of that society. The conflict theorists on the other hand begins with the notion of 
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power. In society struggles take place for socially valued positions. Thus while 
functionalists stress shared interests, the conflict theorists emphasize the element of 
domination and exploitation. 

2) It was Hegel who popularized the tern1 synthesis, which relies on empirical data on 
human inequality. Early attempts at synthesis in social stratification studies go back to 
Max Weber. Webers writings go beyondpolarities or moral positions. Thus Weber 
disapees with Marx on class, power and prestige in an attenlpt to 'advance' Marx on 
capitalism. Other early attempts include the works of Pareto, Sorokin and Ossowski. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) Berghe's theory of stratifications is an attempt at grand synthesis. He feels . 
functionalism and Marxism each stress one aspect of social reality. He feels that these 
theories converge in that they are: i) holstic, ii) they share evolutionary notion of 
social change iii) are based on an equilibrium model. 

2) Luliinann has forwarded a systems theory of social stratification. His theory 
incorporates a theory of evolution and that of conununication. Luhmann does not 
favour conflict or consensus as ultimate indicators. He feels thal society grew from 
face.-to-face interaction into large numbers and thus unequal subsystems came into 
being, e.g. caste. As society evolves it becomes more and more open and class-like 
according to Luhman. 

3 )  Lenski focuses in his work on i) causes of social sh-atification, ii) power and 
privilege, iii) distribution process. Lenski points out that when surpluses are produced 
the question of distribution arizes and with it social inequality. The disdbution 
system is itself made up of individuals, classes and class systenls. Thus for Lenski 
similarity in power, privilege or prestige is what constitutes a class. His definition, 
thus, is multidimensional and forces us to think in terms of a series of class 
hierarchies and class systenls. 



NOTES 




